Enhance Existing Security With

An Easy and Cost-Effective Path
to Next-Gen APT Defense

Adding
Will Increase
Your Security Posture
Security experts warn that it’s not a
question of if your network will be
infected, it’s a question of when. As
the increasing data breach incidents
demonstrate, no solution stops
100% of malware. Standard SWG
solutions, created before today’s
complex threats were a factor, can’t
give you the protection you need
against complex APTs and targeted
attacks.
Adding sandboxing can
increase catch rates, but won’t stop
polymorphic viruses and other
threats designed to evade the
sandbox.
Effective security in today’s threat
environment
requires
multiple
approaches that provide prevention,
but also focus on detecting active
infections on the network and
responding in real time.

You Don’t have to Replace Your SWG to Increase Security
Deploying iboss’ comprehensive
suite of Web, Data and Mobile
Security solutions offers optimal
protection against advanced threats
and data loss. However, if the
prospect of dislodging your
current Web security solution is
not an option you want to take,
iboss has the answer. You
can add Firesphere™ to your
current SWG, with no interruptions, and it will integrate
seamlessly
across
any
security solution you are now
using. Deploying Firesphere™
with your current security is
a cost-effective approach that
can dramatically increase your
security posture, without taxing
valuable IT resources.

 iresphere™ Prevents APTs
F
Plus Detects and Responds in
Real Time
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iresphere™ Advanced APT Defense
F
offers six data protection technologies
in one integrated solution. By layering
Firesphere™ over your current SWG,
you not only increase your protection
against inbound threats, you add
detect and respond capabilities found
in no other Web Security solution.
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Here is a summary of Firesphere’s

Integrated APT 
Defense Techno
logies.

Malware Sandboxing isolates and executes suspicious files in a safe
environment, to deliver in-depth analysis of complex malware and
polymorphic viruses.
Continuous Monitoring leverages iboss unrivalled visibility across all
131 thousand data channels, to find malware already on your network
quickly.
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Network Anomaly Detection establishes your network baseline and
analyzes traffic against it to detect anomalies for remediation.
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Auto-Quarantine contains the spread of infections by network-wide
scanning and immediate quarantining of high-risk machines and users.
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Intrusion Detection and Prevention (IDPS) uses content-aware data
inspection, DNS scanning and SSL anomaly detection to find intrusion
attempts and block them in real time.
Signature & Heuristic A/V provides real-time continuous malware
protection by integrating multiple feeds from best-of-breed signature/
heuristic AV databases, and F
 iresphere™ proprietary Sandboxing and
Baselining.

The

Advantage

Six Layers of Data Protection

Signatureless C&C Detection

Only Firesphere™ offers six defense
technologies in one solution for the
most cost-effective approach to
data security in the industry. Adding
multiple vendors with individual solutions such as Sandboxing or Continuous Monitoring, results in complex
integration scenarios and increased
costs. Deploying Firesphere™ offers
lower acquisition costs, plus its comprehensive interoperability and easy
deployment and management lower
your total cost of ownership.

A primary way data is lost is via
botnets which are formed after
malware on the network contacts
command and control outside. This
places infected devices under the
control of criminal hackers who use
their access to transfer private data
out of your network. While some
solutions block botnets by relying
on C&C signatures, sophisticated
hackers are now using methods
that ensure a signatureless C&C
callback, eluding standard security.
By analyzing data transfers against
your network baseline, Firesphere™
detects anomalies such as traffic
spikes that indicate a problem.
The data transfer is automatically
stopped and you have time to
mitigate and reduce data loss.

Threat SIEM for ForensicLevel Intelligence
 iresphere™ Advanced Threat SIEM
F
delivers investigative tools and
forensic intelligence that supports
every 
Firesphere™ feature. With a
variety of live feeds, dashboards, and
over a year and a TB of dynamically
indexed historical data logs, iboss
delivers packet-level intelligence that
prevents APTs and other advanced
malware from entering, while
tracking, identifying and alerting you
to dangerous malware already on
your network.

Adding Firesphere™ to Your
Existing Security Solution is
Easy
Deploying 
Firesphere™ with your
current SWG is simple, and iboss
offers personalized, individual
technical support to pre-configure
Firesphere™ to your exact requirements. Firesphere™ integrates seamlessly with your current SWG without
causing any network interruptions.
It can be deployed transparently
in-line, or out-of-band, with flexible
options to fit any network scenario.

 iresphere™ vs Other Data
F
Security Solutions

F
iresphere™ saves organizations
both time and money when
compared to similar solutions from
other vendors. Many competing
solutions, such as those that
have standalone sandboxing or
continuous monitoring, require
multiple appliances and complex
configurations to integrate with
your existing security. In contrast,
Firesphere™ requires only one

appliance, no matter how large
your organization, and provides
streamlined
deployment
and
seamless integration, saving on
acquisition costs and dramatically
lowering TCO.

Add FireSphere For a Fraction of
the Cost of Other Solutions

iboss F
 iresphere™

Other APT Solutions

$

$$$$$

$
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Scalability /
Bandwidth

N/A

$$$$$

Security Tools

N/A

Appliances

Only 1 appliance required!
Pricing

Multiple appliances; Approx. $50K per box

One price for all six security tools

Requires separate pricing for sandboxing,
Web, email, etc.

Unlimited scalability; no additional fees
regardless of bandwidth required

Additional fees for organizations with large
demands such as files/transactions, etc.

Six layers of protection:
Continuous Monitoring, Malware Sandboxing,
Network Anomaly Detection, and more
Reporting

$$$

Includes sandboxing capabilities but lacks
infection detection functionality such as
Baselining for Anomaly Detection

$$$

N/A
Internal SIEM, or export to external SIEM

External SIEM only

Deployment &
Management

Streamlined integration, easy deployment,
intuitive central management console saves
IT resources

$$$

Total TCO

$

$$$$$

Low acquisition and management costs

Complex deployment and management,
often requires dedicated personnel
Minimum 5x the cost
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Test iboss SWG Against Your Current Solution at No Charge
For deployments with other SWG solutions, Firesphere™
is shipped with the Web security functionality configured to monitor malware but not enabled to manage

your Web access. Should you wish to evaluate iboss
SWG against your current solution, let us know and we
can provide a key to give you full functionality.
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